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Abstract: After five decades of development, mode-locked lasers have become significant building
blocks for many optical systems in scientific research, industry, and biomedicine. Advances in noise
measurement and reduction are motivated for both shedding new light on the fundamentals of
realizing ultra-low-noise optical frequency combs and their extension to potential applications for
standards, metrology, clock comparison, and so on. In this review, the theoretical models of noise in
mode-locked lasers are first described. Then, the recent techniques for timing jitter, carrier-envelope
phase noise, and comb-line noise measurement and their stabilization are summarized. Finally,
the potential of the discussed technology to be fulfilled in novel optical frequency combs, such
as electro-optic (EO) modulated combs, microcombs, and quantum cascade laser (QCL) combs,
is envisioned.

Keywords: mode-locked laser; noise measurement; optical frequency comb

1. Introduction

Mode-locked lasers have attracted growing interest since their first emergence, ben-
efiting from their superior features of an ultra-broad optical spectrum, ultra-short pulse
duration, and ultra-high peak power in output pulses. They have widely acted as laser
sources in various scenarios e.g., time-resolved pump-probe experiments [1], imaging [2–5],
and light-matter interactions [6]. In particular, insight into the frequency-domain picture
of optical pulse trains enables femtosecond mode-locked lasers to be the most powerful
optical sources for generating low-noise, phase-stabilized optical frequency combs (OFCs)
with discrete, equally spaced, low-noise comb teeth. Since the 2000s, the frequency-comb
concept has created novel frequency-domain spectroscopy [7,8] as well as gear work in
optical atomic clocks by coherently linking optical and microwave frequencies [9,10]. Then,
advances in optical frequency combs pushed mode-locked-laser-based metrology to an
unprecedented level. Low-noise OFCs play essential roles in a wide variety of high-
precision applications, such as distance ranging [11–13], dual-comb spectroscopy [14–16],
and ultra-low-noise microwave generation [17,18], among others.

Phase stabilization of optical modes is an essential pre-requisite for the establishment
of low-noise OFCs and their extended applications. Frequencies of individual comb teeth
in OFCs from mode-locked lasers are defined by the comb equation, vn = n × f rep + f ceo,
where vn is the optical frequency of the individual comb tooth, n is the integer number,
f rep is the repetition rate that describes the separation of comb teeth, and f ceo is the carrier-
envelope offset frequency of the comb. This basic equation leads to the measurement and
reduction of two types of fundamental noises. Noise in the repetition rate corresponds
to timing jitter of optical pulses. Optical pulses with low timing jitter are vital in many
scenarios while serving as accurate timing references. For example, low-timing-jitter
laser sources are a pre-requisite for the long-distance transfer of high-precision timing
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standards [19,20]. An accurate long-distance timing-standard transfer is crucial in large-
scale scientific instruments, such as the synchronous laser-microwave networks in X-ray
free-electron lasers [21] and coherent aperture synthesis [22]. In addition, femtosecond
lasers with low timing jitter are also significant laser sources for high-precision optical
sampling and photonic analog-to-digital converters [23], photonic radar [24], and optical
interconnections [25].

The stability of the pulse envelope’s electric field phase is also important when the
pulse duration is approaching or even shorter than a single optical cycle [26]. There-
fore, carrier-envelope phase stabilization is essential in applications such as coherent
beam combination [27,28], multi-channel coherent pulse synthesis to generate few-cycle
pulses [29–31], and arbitrary waveform generation [32]. Meanwhile, in extreme X-ray
pulse generation [33–35], attosecond metrology [36], and extreme nonlinear optics [37],
the phase stability of femtosecond pulses also plays a vital role. Optical pulses with a
stable carrier-envelope phase can also be utilized as practical measurement tools. In 2016,
Feng et al. inserted an electro-optic crystal in a Ti:sapphire femtosecond laser cavity and
measured the Kerr constant of the electro-optic crystal by monitoring the change of the
laser’s carrier-envelope offset frequency [38]. Later, Rustige et al. realized the measurement
of the Doppler effect of the intracavity pulse [39].

For the above reasons, noise measurement and reduction in mode-locked lasers are
extremely essential for various applications. In this review, these are investigated from the
aspect of repetition rate, carrier-envelope phase, and comb-line noise.

The rest of this review is organized as follows. In Section 2, theoretical models de-
scribing timing jitter, carrier-envelope phase noise, and comb-line noise in mode-locked
lasers are provided. Detailed noise measurement and reduction methods for the three
above-mentioned types of noise are introduced in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4, a selec-
tion of near-future trends and prospects for noise reduction in novel mode-locked lasers
are envisioned.

2. Theoretical Models
2.1. Timing Jitter

Timing jitter in a mode-locked laser is defined as the short-term jitter of the pulse
train’s envelope. From the perspective of the frequency domain, timing jitter is equivalent
to the repetition rate’s frequency noise. The timing jitter of an optical pulse train could
be introduced by various noise sources, e.g., intra-cavity amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE), cavity’s non-zero dispersion, intensity fluctuation, and recover time of the saturable
absorber. The very first theoretical models depicting mode-locked lasers’ timing jitter is
developed by Haus and Mecozzi [40]. Through applying soliton perturbation theory to
solve the perturbed master equation, the pulse train’s timing jitter, governed by various
noise sources are determined analytically. For soliton-pulse lasers, the timing jitter’s power
spectral density (PSD) from the direct coupling of intra-cavity’s ASE could be obtained
as follows:

SASE,QL
∆t ( f ) =

DT

(2π f )2

DT =
π2τ2

6Ep
Θ

2g
Trt

hv0

where f is the Fourier frequency; DT is the diffusion constants of ASE-induced group veloc-
ity for soliton pulses; τ is pulsewidth; Ep is the pulse energy; Θ is the excess spontaneous
emission factor; g is the gain of the cavity; Trt is the round-trip time of the optical pulse
in the cavity; hν0 is the single pulse energy. For soliton-pulse lasers, the center frequency
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fluctuation can also introduce timing jitter via non-zero intra-cavity dispersion. This is
called Gorden-Haus timing jitter. The PSD of Gorden-Haus timing jitter can be obtained as:

SGH
∆t ( f ) =

4D2 f 2
repDω

(2π f )2
[
(2π f )2 + τ−2

ωc

]
Dω =

2
3Epτ2 Θ

2g
Trt

hv0

1
τωc

=
4
3

g
Trt∆ f 2

g τ2

where D is half of the net cavity dispersion; frep is the repetition rate of the optical pulse
train; Dω is the diffusion constants of center frequency changes; τωc is the decay time for
frequency perturbation; ∆fg is the gain bandwidth in the unit of frequency. It should be
noted that the above expressions only hold for soliton-pulse lasers. For stretched-pulse
lasers, more detailed perturbation formalism was developed by Namiki and Haus in
1997 [41].

The numerical model of the coupling between intensity noise and timing jitter was
derived by Paschotta [42,43]. Intensity noise-induced timing jitter through self-steepening
effect can be expressed as follows:

SRIN−SS
∆t =

(
ϕNL

2π2 f Trtv0

)2
SRIN( f )

where SRIN (f ) is the PSD of relative intensity noise; ϕNL is the round-trip nonlinear phase
shift; ν0 is the optical frequency of the pulse. Intensity noise-induced timing jitter through
Kramers-Krönig relation can be expressed as:

SRIN−KK
∆t =

(
1

2π∆ fg

)2
SRIN( f )

Intensity noise-induced timing jitter through slow saturable absorber can be expressed as:

SSA
∆t =

(
1

2π f Trt

∂∆t
∂s

s
)2

SRIN( f )

where s is the saturation parameter. All the above theoretical models reflect that, in order
to effectively reduce the pulses’ timing jitter, the practical methods include:

• Reduce the round-trip cavity loss in order to reduce the cavity gain. So that the timing
jitter directly coupled from intra-cavity’s ASE could be reduced.

• Reduce the net cavity dispersion, which means to make the laser work at a close-to-
zero net dispersion regime. So that center frequency fluctuation induced Gorden-Haus
timing jitter could be reduced.

• Reduce the cavity nonlinearity in order to reduce the pulses’ round-trip nonlinear
shift. So that intensity noise induced timing jitter through self-steepening effect can
be reduced.

• Reduce the intensity noise of the pulse train. So that intensity noise induced timing
jitter through self-steepening effect, Kramers-Krönig relation and slow saturable
absorber can be reduced.

More importantly, several groups proved that the self-steepening effect induced timing
jitter typically dominates timing jitter PSD in fiber mode-locked lasers due to their large
intracavity nonlinear shift [44,45].
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2.2. Comb-Line Noise and Carrier-Envelope Phase Noise

After the pulse train from a mode-locked laser is Fourier transformed, a discrete, comb-
shaped spectrum can be obtained in the optical frequency domain. The frequency/phase
noise of each comb modes is an important parameter to evaluate the performance of an
OFC. The linewidth of comb modes is mainly affected by two noise terms: Schawlow-
Townes linewidth limit and technical noise terms. In this sub-section, only the conclusive
formalisms of these noise terms will be listed. A detailed derivation of the formalisms
could be found in Refs. [46,47].

In 1958, A. L. Schawlow and C. H. Townes proposed the concept of the linewidth
limit of electromagnetic waves oscillating in an optical cavity. They named this limit
the Schawlow-Townes linewidth limit [46]. The physical origin of the Schawlow-Townes
linewidth limit is the spontaneous emission in the laser cavity. However, due to the exis-
tence of other technical noise sources, in most lasers, the linewidth of the electromagnetic
wave is much larger than the Schawlow-Townes linewidth limit. The expression of the
linewidth limit is:

SASE,ST
vn ( f ) = 2

f 2
rep

(2π)2

((
1 + nsp

)
hv0G

Pcirc

)
where, nsp is the amplified spontaneous emission factor; G is the intracavity gain; Pcirc is
the intracavity pulse power.

In OFCs, the frequency noise PSD of comb modes introduced by a certain technical
noise source X, can be described by the following formula [47]:

SX
vn =

(
vn − vX

f ix

)2
SX

r ( f )

where νn is the optical frequency of the comb modes; vX
f ix is the “fixed point” for a given

parameter X; SX
r ( f ) is the PSD of the fractional repetition-rate fluctuations driven by

the fluctuations in the parameter X, in the unit of 1/Hz. For comb modes’ frequency
noise generated by pump fluctuation, cavity length fluctuation (caused by environment),
cavity loss fluctuation (caused by environment), and timing jitter (caused by amplified
spontaneous radiation), SX

r ( f ) can be expressed by the following formalisms, respectively:

Spump
r ( f ) = B

1

1 + ( f / f3dB)
2 SRINpunp

Sleng f h
r ( f ) =

(
frep

vL
group

)2

Slength( f )

Sloss
r ( f ) = B

1

1 + ( f / f3dB)
2 Sloss( f )

SASE, timing
r ( f ) = 2 f 2

rep

((
1 + nsp

)
hv0G

Pcirc

)
×
[

t2
rms +

(
β2

4Dgωrms

)]
where, SRINpump is the PSD of pump laser’s intensity noise; B is the rate of repetition
frequency change introduced by the pump power; f 3dB is the 3-dB roll-off frequency,
which is typically 6 kHz for Er-doped fiber lasers; Slength (f ) and Sloss (f ) are the PSDs
of cavity length fluctuation and cavity loss, respectively; vL

group is the group velocity of
pulse propagation in the laser cavity; β2 is the net dispersion in the cavity; Dg is the gain
dispersion, which is typically 0.065 ps for Er-fiber lasers; trms and ωrms are the rms values
of the pulse width and spectral width in the cavity, respectively.

Using the above formalisms, the contribution of various technical noise sources to
every comb mode could be evaluated. It should be noted that the 0th frequency comb tooth
is the carrier-envelope offset frequency. Thus, the carrier-envelope offset frequency noise
originating from various technical noise sources can be obtained when νn = f ceo.
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For comb modes in the optical range, the main origin of frequency noise is the fluc-
tuation of the laser cavity length. However, for carrier-envelope phase noise, the case is
rather complicated. Noise origin is distinct in different Fourier frequency ranges. For the
Fourier frequency below 1 kHz, it is mainly introduced by the cavity loss; for the Fourier
frequency range of 1 kHz to 100 kHz, it is mainly introduced by pump noise; for the Fourier
frequency range higher than 100 kHz, it is mainly introduced by quantum noise generated
by amplified spontaneous emission. A figure depicting the technical noise contribution to
comb modes and carrier-envelope phase noise could be found in Ref. [47]. What’s more, a
discussion on the excess carrier-envelope phase noise in saturable absorbers was presented
in the literature [48].

3. Noise Measurement and Reduction in Mode-Locked Lasers
3.1. Timing Jitter
3.1.1. Timing Jitter Measurement Methods

Compared with traditional microwave oscillators, the timing jitter of the optical pulse
train emitted from mode-locked lasers shows superior low timing jitter. Thus, a high-
precision, high-resolution timing jitter measurement technique is an essential prerequisite
for their further applications.

Electronic methods: Date back to 1986, D. Linde firstly measured RF spectra of the
pulse train’s repetition rate and its high harmonics from a mode-locked laser to estimate
the mode-locked lasers’ timing jitter [49]. Years after that, the phase detector method
was proposed. With the participation of a reference mode-locked laser, the timing jitter
PSD can be retrieved from the phase error between the two repetition rates’ harmonics
of the laser under test (LUT) and the reference laser (REF). Timing jitter of Ti:sapphire
mode-locked lasers [50] and various types of fiber mode-locked lasers [51–55] have been
characterized by this technique. The aforementioned timing jitter detection method with
direct optical-electric conversion progress has been well-introduced in Ref. [56].

Balanced optical cross-correlation: The bottleneck of dealing with the harmonics gen-
erated from the photodiode is that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the detected harmonic
signal is restrained by the optical-electric conversion process. With the increase of input
power, shot noise and amplitude modulation to phase modulation (AM-PM) conversion
noise induced by nonlinearities from photodiodes during direct optical-electric conversion
gradually becomes an issue, which generally limits the retrieved PSD at 10 kHz offset fre-
quency [57]. To overcome this, a balanced optical cross-correlator (BOC) was demonstrated
in 2003 in order to measure the relative timing jitter between a Ti:sapphire laser and a
Cr:forsterite laser [58]. Timing jitter measurement based on the BOC technique requires
two identical mode-locked lasers as well. A nonlinear crystal in the correlator converts the
timing information of the two pulses into the intensity fluctuation of the sum frequency
signal. In this way, timing jitter could be characterized with attosecond-level resolution.
Since then, the BOC technique has been widely applied in timing jitter measurement of
various types of mode-locked lasers, e.g., solid-state mode-locked lasers [59–61], fiber
mode-locked lasers [62–66], and fiber amplifiers [67,68] due to its practicality. Later in 2016,
Xin et al. improved the BOC technique and proposed the polarization-noise-suppressed
balanced optical correlation (PNS-BOC) technique [69]. Through the insertion of a birefrin-
gence crystal before the optical correlator, the crosstalk between the pulses with orthogonal
polarization states can be suppressed, leading to an improved SNR of error signals. The
BOC technique can also be applied in relative timing instability analysis of twin-pulse
soliton molecules and counter-propagating solitons in microcavity [70]. Recently, Song et al.
probed the relative timing jitter in a closely separated stationary doublet soliton molecule
produced by a Kerr-lens mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser by adopting the BOC technique [71].
An upper estimate of 60 as intramolecular timing jitter with 5 zs/

√
Hz temporal resolution

is achieved. The corresponding results are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Timing jitter PSD of twin soliton molecule in mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser measured by
BOC technique.

Optical heterodyne technique: Timing jitter measurement using optical heterodyne
(OH) technique was firstly demonstrated by Hou et al. [72]. Two heterodyne beats (at
the center frequency of ∆f ceo) at two distinct wavelengths between two independent
femtosecond lasers, acting as laser under test (LUT) and reference laser (REF), are detected
by two photodetectors, respectively. As shown in Figure 2a, after mixing these beats, the
timing difference between two pulse trains can be converted into voltage fluctuations of
the electronical signal from the RF mixer. Using this approach, the timing jitter PSD could
be characterized with yoctosecond level resolution. The key point in this technique is to
fully drive the mixer’s LO port in order to minimize its conversion loss. Carefully using
electrical amplifiers or transformers to boost up the input power is feasible. Compared
with the BOC technique, the OH technique setup benefits from its ultra-high-resolution
due to the two following two reasons:

Figure 2. Experimental setup comparison of (a) OH technique and (b) DOH technique.

• In BOC setups, because of the involvement of the sum-frequency process, which is
a second-order nonlinear process, the SNR of the error signal would increase as the
square of the input power. In contrast, in the OH technique setup, the SNR would just
simply increase as linear as the input power.

• Due to the absence of the sum-frequency process, the OH technique doesn’t suffer
from nonlinear conversion efficiency.

Besides timing jitter measurement of laser oscillators, the OH technique could be ap-
plied in the measurement of optical fibers’ timing jitter as well [73]. Figure 3 shows a result
of timing jitter PSD measurement of 5-m single-mode fiber using the OH technique. At
>10 kHz Fourier frequency, the measurement is limited by electronic noise from amplifiers.
At <10 kHz Fourier frequency, the PSD characterizes a slow drift with a slop of f−1. The
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measurement resolution is at 10−10 fs2/Hz level. The integrated timing jitter is 64.7 from
10 MHz to 10 Hz.

Figure 3. Timing jitter PSD of 5-m long single mode fiber using OH technique.

Delayed optical heterodyne technique: Delayed optical heterodyne (DOH) technique
can be regarded as a modified version of the optical heterodyne technique. In DOH setups,
a fiber delay line, and an acoustic optical frequency shifter (AOFS) are implemented to
artificially create a ‘reference laser’ with a certain frequency offset from the laser under test
(LUT), as shown in Figure 2b [74]. The fiber delay line used in this setup is typically ~100-m
long that amplifies the frequency noise of the laser by a factor of τ, where τ is the delay
time of the fiber. Due to the dispersion of the long fiber, the two distinct wavelengths with
a narrow bandwidth (~1 nm) are required for heterodyne beats generation. In the same
manner as the OH technique, after two heterodyne beats (at twice the center frequency of
AOFS’s driving frequency) are detected, the timing jitter PSD could be obtained through
mixing these two heterodyne beats. Figure 4 shows the timing jitter PSD of a NALM Er-fiber
mode-locked laser characterized by the DOH technique [45]. In this case, the measurement
resolution is 10−7 fs2/Hz level at 100 kHz offset frequency. For the reason that the DOH
technique is capable of getting rid of reference lasers, this technique is comparatively low-
cost and simple. Recently timing jitter PSD measurement of supercontinuum spectra [75],
microcombs [76], monolithic fiber resonators [77] and a real-time jitter meter [78] were
demonstrated by the DOH technique.

Figure 4. Timing jitter spectrum of a NALM Er-fiber mode-locked laser characterized by DOH
technique. Reprint with permission from [45]. Copyright 2020 Optical Society of America.
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3.1.2. Timing Jitter Reduction Methods

Intrinsic noise optimization: After the realization of high-resolution timing jitter mea-
surement, the next interesting ongoing topic is the reduction of timing jitter of mode-locked
lasers. The first type of effective method aims at the optimization of the laser oscillator’s in-
trinsic noise. It can be seen from the theoretical models that the output pulse trains’ timing
jitter could be optimized through cavity loss reduction, cavity dispersion optimization, and
intensity noise stabilization. In 2011, Song et al. reported the characterization of timing
jitter PSDs of mode-locked lasers in soliton regime, self-similar regime, and stretched-pulse
regime [64]. Furthermore, they experimentally confirmed that timing jitter PSD varies with
different intracavity net dispersion. When the cavity dispersion is close to zero, the Gorden-
Haus jitter is the lowest. This is consistent with the presented theoretical model in Section 2.
On the other hand, by inserting a narrowband optical filter in the laser cavity, one can also
reduce Gorden-Haus jitter. The main principle of this technology is that the Gorden-Haus
jitter originates from the frequency fluctuation of the pulse spectrum through the cavity’s
non-zero net dispersion. The function of an intracavity narrow bandwidth filter is capable
of partly eliminating the frequency fluctuation of the pulse spectrum, which in turn can
reduce the Gorden-Haus timing jitter. Literature [79] reported for the first time that an
optical filter with a bandwidth of 0.7 nm was inserted into a carbon nanotube mode-locked
femtosecond laser to reduce timing jitter. In 2015, the timing jitter of femtosecond lasers
with intracavity filters were studied systematically [80]. After insertion of a 7-nm narrow
bandwidth optical filter in the cavity, since the Gorden-Haus jitter is largely removed,
the net dispersion in the cavity has a minor impact on the timing jitter. However, if the
bandwidth of the filter in the cavity is too narrow, e.g., less than 1 nm, the performance of
timing the jitter will be deteriorated due to the broadening of the average pulse width in the
cavity [81,82]. On the other side, reducing the pulse’s intensity noise is also a feasible way.
In nonlinear polarization rotation (NPR) mode-locked lasers with high repetition rates,
the timing jitter at Fourier frequencies below 100 kHz is mainly introduced by intensity
noise [44]. In this case, the intensity noise of the laser can be stabilized to reduce the timing
jitter. In literature [83], after the intensity noise of the output pulse is reduced by pump
current modulation, the timing jitter power spectrum is lowered by 10 dB in the frequency
range of 3 kHz to 30 kHz.

Phase lock technology: The second type of timing jitter reduction is using phase
locking technology to force the repetition rate to inherit the reference’s stability. The
low-noise reference sources can be atomic clocks referenced signal generators, a sapphire
load resonator oscillator, or a narrow linewidth CW laser. To achieve the stabilization
of the repetition rate, high bandwidth actuators are demanded to modulate the cavity
length. One method is to place the end mirror of the laser cavity on a piezoelectric
transducer. Through rapidly changing the voltage applied to the piezoelectric transducer,
the cavity length could be modulated. The special design of the mount of the piezoelectric
transducer enables the 180-kHz modulation bandwidth [84]. Recently, Nakamura et al.
demonstrated a piezoelectric transducer-actuated mirror with a modulation bandwidth of
500 kHz using a simple mechanical design and electronic circuits [85]. For fiber lasers, the
fiber can be wound on piezoelectric transducers. Literature [86] reported several specially
designed fiber windings which enable the modulation of the repetition rate with >100 kHz
bandwidth. On the other hand, inserting an electro-optic modulator in the laser cavity
is also applicable. Changing the voltage applied to the electro-optic crystal changes the
refractive index of the crystal, leading to a cavity length modulation above 100 kHz or
even close to 1 MHz bandwidth. The shortcoming of the electro-optic modulators is that
their tuning range in repetition rate is limited. In this case, piezoelectric ceramics can
act as low-speed actuators with a large tuning range while electro-optical modulators
act as high-speed actuators with a small tuning range. This combination enables a high-
speed, long-term stable phase and reliable locking. One thing that should be noted is that
the crosstalk between repetition rate modulation and carrier-envelope phase modulation
would be an issue and may restrain the noise performance of fully stabilized OFCs.
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3.2. Carrier-Envelope Phase Noise
3.2.1. Carrier-Envelope Phase Noise Measurement Methods

Pulse train’s carrier-envelope phase performs the periodically sweeping between
the pulse electric field’s peak and the envelope’s peak in time domain during the pulse’s
propagation. The carrier-envelope phase mainly accounts for the non-zero net dispersion
in the femtosecond laser, which causes the difference between the pulses’ group velocity
and the phase velocity. The carrier-envelope phase of the femtosecond pulse is introduced
by various noise sources, such as the intracavity amplified spontaneous emission, cavity
loss, pump noise, and the fluctuation of the laser cavity length. In this sub-section, carrier-
envelope phase noise measurement techniques are presented.

f-2f interferometry: The most used method in carrier-envelope offset frequency de-
tection is the self-referencing based on the f-2f interferometer [10]. Around the 2000s,
the f ceo signal of Ti:Sapphire femtosecond lasers using f-2f interferometry was firstly re-
ported by Jones et al., where the non-common path (NCP) f-2f interferometer configuration
was applied. Generally speaking, the heterodyne between ν2n and 2νn components from
octave-spanning supercontinuum optical spectrum results in the detection of f ceo. The
major issue of non-common-path configuration is that environmental fluctuations can
easily introduce non-common-mode noises on both two arms of the interferometer, which
will be coupled to f ceo. Therefore, the establishing of a common path (CP) interferometer
can eliminate non-common mode noise. In this setup, after highly nonlinear fibers (HNLF)
or photonic crystal fiber (PCF), the high frequency and low-frequency parts are directed
into a dispersion compensation fiber to compensate the relative group delay, ensuring that
these two spectral parts overlap in the time domain. In some cases, the PPLN waveguide
in the interferometer compensates for the relative group delay. CP design could eliminate
the influence of non-common mode noise with all-fiber configuration, which is typically
used in all-polarization-maintaining OFC systems [86]. However, the signal-to-noise ratio
of the f ceo signal is very sensitive to the overlap of the two frequency parts. The accu-
racy of cutting and splicing the dispersion compensation fiber is very restricted. Then, a
quasi-common path (QCP) configuration was designed [87,88]. Based on the common path
design, a dichroic mirror is used to separate the high frequency and low-frequency parts.
The position of the mirror behind the dichroic mirror guarantees the two pulses’ accurate
time overlap. This design combines the characteristics of adjustable temporal delay and
rejection of non-common noise.

The high-SNR f ceo signal is significant for its stabilization. Besides the temporal
overlap between ν2n and 2νn components, the coherence degradation during the generation
process [89] and shot noise generated by the photodetector [90] all need to be carefully
considered and optimized for high-SNR f ceo detection. In addition, the use of balanced
photoelectric detection can eliminate fluctuations in the amplitude of the supercontinuum
spectrum to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the f ceo signal [91,92]. For the measurement
of f ceo PSD, the sensitivity is usually limited by the shot noise or thermal noise of the
detector at 1 MHz offset frequency. The signal-to-noise ratio of the f ceo signal of fiber lasers
can reach 40 dB at 100 kHz resolution bandwidth [86,93–97]. For solid-state femtosecond
lasers, due to their intrinsic low-noise characteristics, the signal-to-noise ratio of the f ceo
signal can reach 60 dB [98,99].

Active f-2f interferometry: An improved version of f-2f interferometer, the active f-2f
interferometer was proposed in 2018 by Liao et al. [100]. In this setup, the 1040 nm spectral
part in the f-2f interferometer is amplified by a Yb-fiber amplifier, as shown in Figure 5.
The motivation of this setup aims to scale the frequency doubling efficiency of the 1040 nm
part in the SHG crystal. This method is capable of improving the signal-to-noise ratio of
f ceo signal by 20 dB compared to purely passive schemes.
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Figure 5. Setup of active f-2f interferometer. Reprint with permission from [100]. Copyright 2019
Optical Society of America.

Linear method: Date back to 2007, research on carrier-envelope phase detection with-
out nonlinear process was demonstrated [101]. In this linear technique, interference be-
tween subsequent pulses from a pulse train may frustrate the interference between identical
pulses, leading to a modification of interference contrast which is related to the carrier-
envelope phase. Carrier-envelope phase information could be retrieved through detection
of the fringe visibility. This technique allows characterizing the carrier-envelope phase
with virtually arbitrarily low bandwidth and power levels.

Electrical mixing: Electrical mixing can also be applied to detect f ceo signals. In 2015,
Brochard et al. beat a continuous wave laser with an erbium-doped fiber femtosecond
laser. Through mixing the frequency-divided beat signal with the mode-locked laser’s
60th harmonic of the repetition frequency, f ceo signal could be obtained [102]. Using this
technique, the phase noise measurement is limited to the noise floor of the instrument
when the offset frequency is higher than 100 kHz. This approach has been applied in f ceo
frequency noise measurement of Er:Yb:glass lasers [103] and quantum cascade lasers [104].

Time-domain detection: In addition to frequency domain detection, Kim et al. also
explored a method to detect f ceo signals in the time domain [105]. This method utilized
the BOC technique to phase lock the repetition frequency of the laser. Interferometric
cross-correlation detects the f ceo signal of an erbium-doped fiber femtosecond laser in
the time domain. After the error signal from the interference, cross-correlation is Fourier
transformed, the power spectrum measurement of the f ceo signal with an offset frequency
of 2 MHz can be realized.

Optical heterodyne: f ceo PSDs could also be analyzed with the participation of two
mode-locked lasers. Tian et al. proposed a method to detect the relative f ceo noise of two
fiber lasers using the optical heterodyne method [106]. The method was based on spectral
density analysis of the relative f ceo beat-note obtained by direct optical heterodyning
between a pair of tightly repetition-rate phase-locked OFCs. An ultra-broadband (5 mHz to
8 MHz) f ceo noise spectrum with above 270 dB dynamic range was recorded and validated
in passively mode-locked Yb-fiber lasers.

3.2.2. Carrier-Envelope Phase Noise Stabilization Methods

Pump power modulation: Similarly, after achieving f ceo detection with high sensitivity,
precise control and stabilization of the pulse trains’ carrier-envelope phase pulse is an
important prerequisite for obtaining a low-noise optical carrier of the femtosecond laser.
Since the carrier-envelope offset frequency of the laser is mainly influenced by power
fluctuation of the pump laser, in the early years, in Ti:Sapphire femtosecond laser OFCs, an
acousto-optic modulator was applied to modulate the pump power. To this end, carrier-
envelope offset frequency could be phase-locked to radiofrequency references [10,107–109].
Later, in the fiber femtosecond laser OFCs, pump current modulation was also applied to
stabilize the carrier-envelope phase of the emitted pulse train [86,110]. However, the main
bottleneck of pump power modulation in carrier-envelope phase stabilization is that the
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upper-state lifetime of the gain medium in the laser will restrain the carrier-envelope phase
modulation bandwidth to the order of kHz. In literature [111], through a special design
of the pump current modulation circuit and optimization of the parameters of the phase-
locked loop, the carrier-envelope phase lock with a bandwidth of 1 MHz was achieved.

Feedforward method: In 2010, Koke et al. proposed to use an acousto-optic frequency
shifter outside the laser cavity to shift the overall frequency of the OFC to achieve the f ceo
modulation [112]. In this technique, f ceo is modulated outside the laser cavity. Thus, the
modulation bandwidth can easily reach the MHz level, determined by the acousto-optic
modulator. Using the feed-forward method, they achieved a residual carrier-envelope
phase noise of 45 mrad, which corresponds to a residual timing jitter of 12 as. Further-
more, by optimizing the length of the nonlinear crystal in the f-2f interferometer and
combining with the pump power feedback modulation, they achieved a carrier-envelope
phase with residual noise of 20 mrad (10 as residual timing jitter) [113]. Later in 2012,
Lucking et al. demonstrated long-term carrier-envelope phase stabilization using the
feed-forward method [98].

Cavity loss modulation: On the other hand, modulating the cavity loss of the laser
cavity also enables modulation of f ceo. Moreover, cavity loss modulation is not retrained
by the gain medium’s lifetime. In 2015, Kuse et al. altered the voltage on a thin piece of
graphene in the erbium-doped fiber femtosecond laser to modulate the cavity loss with
a high bandwidth. In this way, they demonstrated the phase-locking with a bandwidth
over 1 MHz [95]. In addition, graphene-modulation-based f ceo stabilization is widely
used in different fiber lasers, such as all polarization-maintaining nonlinear amplification
loop mirror lasers [94] and thulium-doped fiber lasers [97]. Recently, inserting an AM-EO
modulator in a laser cavity to phase lock f ceo through loss modulation was demonstrated
by Deng et al. [114].

Phase lock to frep: The above-mentioned techniques all require a radio frequency
source as a reference. Therefore, the stabilized f ceo is at a certain offset frequency, which
refers to that the optical phase and pulse’ envelope is still periodically mismatched. To solve
this issue, in 2018, Okubo et al. successfully locked the carrier-envelope offset frequency to
the repetition rate [115]. Through balanced detection and dual-beat phase locking, both
the f rep + f ceo and f rep − f ceo signals are locked to the pulse train’s repetition rate. No
radio references are involved and therefore electric fields under each pulse envelope are
shot-to-shot reproducible.

Passively CEP-stable combs: In 2011, Krauss et al. demonstrated a passively carrier-
envelope phase stabilized Er-doped fiber laser system [116]. After the output pulse of an
Er-doped fiber laser system is spectrally broadened, the obtained soliton wave and the
dispersion wave are sent to a different frequency generation crystal. Since the soliton wave
and the dispersive wave originate from the same laser source, the f ceo of the difference
frequency generated pulse at 1550 nm is self-stabilized. The carrier-envelope phase noise of
this system is only 250 mrad (integrated from 10 µHz to 50 MHz) [117]. Figure 6 summarizes
the performance of the carrier-envelope phase noise reduction methods mentioned above.

3.3. Comb-Line Noise
3.3.1. Comb-Line Noise Measurement Methods

In Section 2, we pointed out that in mode-locked lasers, the comb-line noise, which refers
to the frequency noise of optical modes, is mainly determined by the cavity length fluctuation.
In this subsection, several comb-line noise measurements methods are introduced.
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Figure 6. Representative performance of carrier-envelope phase noise reduction methods presenting
as locking bandwidth vs. residual phase noise. The different color-shaded regions indicate noise of
free-running comb originating from environmental noise, pump noise, quantum noise and SNR limit.

Beat with a CW laser: The most typical method to characterize the frequency noise
of a certain optical mode in an OFC is to beat it with a narrow-linewidth CW laser. The
use of a photodetector enables detection of the beat signal in the radio frequency range.
The noise of the beat signal is related to the frequency noise of the optical comb mode
when the noise of the reference CW laser is much lower than the optical modes under
test. The comb-line noise power spectrum at MHz offset frequency can be obtained by
this technique [86,94,95,114,118,119]. However, narrow linewidth CW lasers only exist at
certain wavelengths and are not available in many wavelengths.

Asynchronous optical sampling: Early in 2007, Schlatter et al. analyzed the relative
phase noise of optical modes in mode-locked lasers [120]. Their setup was based on
two lasers with a slight repetition rate difference. Through numerical analysis of the
asynchronous optical sampling signal, a linewidth of 50 kHz of the optical modes was
measured. This approach was also capable of unraveling the correlations of the phases of
different modes.

Multiple fringe-side locking method: Coluccelli et al. proposed a multiple fringe-side
locking method to characterize the frequency noise spectrum of optical modes, requiring
no additional reference lasers [121]. They used the transmission curve of a low finesse
Fabry-Pérot cavity as a high-precision phase discriminator. The comb-line noise spectrum
can be characterized up to 1 MHz offset frequency.

Delayed optical heterodyne technique: Besides the optical cavity, the fiber delay line
could also serve as a sensitive phase discriminator for frequency noise measurement in
OFCs. Recently, Tian et al. applied the DOH technique in an asymmetric fiber delay line
interferometer to characterize the frequency noise of comb modes [45]. The delayed self-
heterodyne process can magnify the frequency noise of the laser under test by a factor of τ,
which is the round-trip delay time between the two arms in the interferometer. Through
demodulation of the heterodyne beat note, the frequency noise spectrum of a single comb
line could be retrieved, as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Comb-line noise PSD measured by DOH technique. Reprint with permission from [73].
Copyright 2020 Optical Society of America.

Correlation between n × frep noise and fceo noise: It has been reported by serval
groups that, comb-line noise spectrum in OFCs is not the simple sum of their n × frep and
fceo noise spectra [45,103,122,123]. There is anti-correlation between n × frep noise and fceo
noise, which can be described by the following equation:

S∆νn∆νn = S∆ fceo∆ fceo + SN·∆ frep N·∆ frep + Γ∆(ω)×
√

S∆ fceo∆ fceo · SN·∆ frep N·∆ frep

where S∆νn∆νn , SN·∆ frep N·∆ frep and S∆ fceo∆ fceo are frequency noise spectra of νn noise, n
× frep noise, and fceo noise, respectively, Γ∆ (ω) is the sum of complex coherence. This
phenomenon indicates that n × frep and fceo noise to some extent cancel out, resulting in a
lower level of comb-line noise spectrum. The complex coherence was measured to be −2 in
a wide range of Fourier frequency in commercial OFC from Menlosystems [123], 25-GHz
Er:Yb glass lasers [103], NALM fiber mode-locked lasers [45], and mid-infrared quantum
cascade lasers [104] soliton molecules [124].

The technological development in phase measuring algorithm also promotes the radio
signals’ phase noise analysis. In 2016, Kokuyama et al. proposed a digital phase-measuring
algorithm [125]. Based on this algorithm, a phase noise analyzer with high precision
could be built using a two-channel FPGA. frep, fceo, and νn phase noise PSD of an OFC
could be characterized with high precision using this home-built analyzer. Compared with
commercial bulky phase noise analyzers, this phase noise analyzer is much simpler and
low-cost.

3.3.2. Comb-Line Noise Stabilization

Phase lock to radio/optical references: Phase locking both the carrier-envelope offset
frequency and the repetition rate frequency in an OFC to absolute radio frequency ref-
erences is the most common and practical way for comb-line noise stabilization. In this
manner, every comb mode is able to inherit the stability of the radio references, which is
at 10−12~10−13 level in 1 s [10,93]. However, in short-term scale, the linewidths of these
OFCs are still not obviously narrowed down (at >kHz level) due to the inferior short-term
stability of radio references. To obtain ‘real’ narrow linewidth OFCs, one can trace the
comb modes to narrow-linewidth optical references. In this technique, the beat note sig-
nal between an OFC’s certain comb line and an external optical frequency reference is
phase-locked to a radio reference through fast cavity length feedback. Meanwhile, fceo is
phase-locked to a radio reference. This method can push the residual phase error to <1 rad,
linewidth to sub-mHz levels, and frequency stability down to 10−17 level (1 s average
time) [108,126–128].

Phase lock to two optical references: On the other side, I. Coddington et al. proposed
another stabilization scheme to fulfill low-noise OFC operation in 2008 [129]. In their
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approach, two comb modes in an OFC are selected and phase-locked to two optical
references. All the comb modes in the OFC are capable to inherit the stability of the
optical references. This type of phase-stabilized OFCs, benefiting from relatively narrow
linewidth, are widely served as indispensable laser sources in dual-comb spectroscopic
applications e.g., spectroscopy [129], distance measurements [11], and low-noise microwave
generation [130].

Phase lock to optical fiber delay lines: Optical fibers are another potential candidate
of being reliable references for comb-line noise stabilization due to their superior short-term
stability. Kwon et al. phase-locked individual comb mode of an OFC to the fiber delay line
while fceo to a radio reference [131]. The fully stabilized OFC has sub-10−15-level fractional
frequency stability and 28-Hz absolute linewidth. This approach enables narrow linewidth
OFCs based on an all-fiber, compact, practical photonic platform. Figure 8 summarizes the
performance of the comb-line noise reduction methods mentioned above.

Figure 8. Representative performance of comb-line phase noise reduction methods presenting as
locking bandwidth vs. residual phase noise. The different color-shaded regions indicate noise of
free-running comb originating from environmental noise and SNR limit.

4. Outlook

With the rapid development of noise measurement and reduction techniques during
the past two decades, optical frequency comb techniques based on traditional mode-
locked lasers have gradually become mature and commercial. Thus, the general trend of
advances in OFCs has headed toward high levels of integration, compactness, low power
consumption, and practicality [132]. Owing to the fact that f ceo stabilization is always the
key technique due to the requirement of f-2f self-referencing, A pulse energy greater than
the nJ level from optical amplifiers and coherent octave-spanning supercontinuum (SC)
from HNLF or PCF are both critical in obtaining f ceo signals with a >30-dB signal-to-noise
ratio. The development of Si3N4 on-chip devices, benefiting from their high nonlinearity
and engineerable dispersion, favors the advances of f ceo detection toward low required
pulse energy in supercontinuum generation [133–135]. Furthermore, LiNbO3 waveguides
enable direct f ceo detection using a single waveguide with <1-nJ-level pulses. These fancy
on-chip devices integrated SC generation, frequency doubling, and spectral temporal
overlap compensation into a single chip, significantly simplifying the experimental setup
of f ceo detection [136–139].

A significant number of ongoing research topics, e.g., high-speed photonic analog-
to-digital conversion [140], dual-comb spectroscopic measurements [141–147], X-band
ultra-low-noise microwave generation [148–151], and astro-combs [152–155], require fre-
quency combs with large mode spacing, therefore novel optical frequency combs aim to
boost the comb spacing over the GHz level. Representative techniques generating high-
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repetition-rate laser sources are QCL-based combs [156,157], microcombs [158–160], and
EO-modulated combs [161,162]. The detailed study of noise behavior in these novel combs
could be found in this literature [150,162–165]. However, the limited pulse energy restrains
feasible f ceo detection using traditional f-2f interferometry. Phase linking of these novel
combs to fully stabilized mode-locked lasers is one feasible option to eliminate f ceo lock-
ing [166–170]. On the other side, on-chip devices also enable f ceo detection in EO-combs
and microcombs [149,171]. From this point of view, as summarized in Table 1, most of
the noise measurement techniques discussed in this review show significant potential for
implementation in such novel frequency combs, opening a broader prospect for future
metrological applications.

Table 1. Summary of key parameters that required for noise measurement and whether it is applicable in novel OFCs.

Noise Measurement Technique Parameters Required in
Traditional OFCs

Whether It Is Applicable in
Novel OFCs

Timing jitter measurement
BOC Peak power: >2 kW a √ b

OH and DOH Average power: 20~80 mW
Optical bandwidth: 20 nm

√

Carrier envelope phase noise
measurement

f-2f interferometry based on
HNLF/PCF Pulse energy: 1 nJ c × d

f-2f interferometry based on
waveguides Pulse energy: 30~100 pJ

√

Linear method, electrical
mixing, OH and time domain

detection
Average power: mW level e √

Comb line noise measurement

Beat with CW laser Power per comb line: nW to
uW level f

√

Asynchronous optical
sampling, Multiple fringe-side

locking method and DOH
Average power: mW level g √

a. For Ti:sapphire lasers, the peak power is 134 kW in Ref. [59]. b. In Ref. [70], the authors measured the timing jitter of counter-propagating
solitons in microcavity using BOC. BOC technique has not been applied in other novel combs yet, to the best of our knowledge. c. For Yb
fiber lasers, the pulse energy is 12 nJ in Ref. [172]. For Ti: sapphire lasers, typically the pulse energy is around serval nJ. d. EO-comb’s f ceo
detection based 2f-3f interferometry using HNLF was demonstrated in Ref. [173]. e. In Ref. [106], the lasers’ are ~80 mw. In Ref. [105], the
laser’s average power is 20 mW (10 pJ). f. Typically, obtaining a beat signal with >30 dB SNR requires about serval hundreds nW comb line
power. A simple and robust technique to improve the SNR of beat signal between an OFC and a CW laser could be found in Ref. [174].
g. In Ref. [120], the average power is 30 mw. In Ref. [121], the average power after optical bandpass filter is 10 mw.
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